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УДК 530.145

А.В.Забродин, А.Д.Миронов, Л.О.Чехов

Многопетлевое приближение в теории р-адических
струн и деревья Брюа-Титса. 2.

Мировая поверхность открытой р-адической струны интерпретируется
как факторпространство F=T/f, где Т является церевом Брюа-Титса
для р-адической линейной группы G M 2 . Q ), a PCPGL (2, С ) есть
некая группа Шоттки. Граница этой мировой поверхности соответст-
вует р-адической кривой Мамфорда конечного рода. Динамика струны
описывается локальным гауссовым действием на факториэованном
пространстве F . Тахионные амплитуды, выраженные через р-адические
9-функции, вычислены для кривых Мамфорда произвольного рода. При-
веден сравнительный анализ их с соответствующими амплитудами в
архимедовом случае. Предлагается гипотеза, связывающая суммиро-
вание по пространству модулей алгебраических кривых с теорией
арифметических поверхностей. Мы также приводим необходимый мате-
матический аппарат, включающий подход Мамфорда для р-адических
алгебраических кривых. В рамках рассматриваемого подхода обсуж-
дается проблема замкнутых р-адических струн.

A.V-Zabrodin, A.D.Mircnov, L.O.Chekhov

llultiloop Calculations in p-Adic String Theory and Bruhat-Tits

Treoa. 2.

We treat the open p-adic string world sheet &s a ooset apace

FaT/Г, where T ia the Bruhat-Tits tree for the p-adio linear group

GL(2,C ) and ГсРСЬ(2,С ) is some Schottky group. The boundary of

thia world aheet corresponds to p-adic -Mumf ord curve of finite

genus. The string dynamics ia governed by the local gausaian ao-

tion on the coset space P. The taohyon amplitudes expressed in

terras of p-adic &-functiona are proposed for the Mumford curve of

arbitrary genus. We oompare them with the corresponding usual ar-

ohimedean amplitudes. The sum over moduli spaoe of the algebra!о

curves is conjectured to be expressed in the arithmetic surface

terms. We alao give the necessary mathematical background inolu-

ding the liumford approaoh to p-adio algebraic curves. The con-

nection of the problem oX oloaed p-adic strings with the conside-

red topics is discussed.

(с) 198Э Институт теоретической физики АН УССР
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This part is thought as a direct continuation of the first

one, so we do not intend to make any preliminaries (for the

notations see Sect.3.1 of the first part). He begin with the

description of the tachyon amplitudes in the arbitrary genus case.

3.3.The Amplitudes for Arbitrary Genus.

In this subsection we consider correlation functions for tachyons

on arbitrary homogeneous space F "Т/Г . The invariant description
9 9

of F implies that we treat it as an infinite lattice of some

special kind. In fact, any such lattice consists of:

a). A finite closed g-loop reduced graph F*;

b). The branches В , z CF" , which should be added in order
z
i ' «

to fill all p+1 bounds of any vertex z .

Thus there arises a technical problem of finding the Green

functions with the Neumann boundary condition (3.1.13) in the

Gaussian (free) lattice field theory with the action (3.1.12). The

general method for solving such probleu has been developed

by Zinov'ev [14} who proposed the general geometric formulation

based on chain complexes. (This issue has been also treated 1

independently in [26]). Here we calculate the amplitudes using

this method.

He begin with the Gaussian integral (3.1.15) with the

constraints (3.1.16) imposed on. Consider now the regularized

functional integral on a (isute lattice К . It consists of all

vertices zeF with d(z)sr and edges between them. For clarity we

also assume, though it is not obligatory, that all sources are

attached to the boundary of the graph К . Using the operator S

(3.1.7) we can rewrite the integral for A
n
(k

t
,...,к

щ
) (3.1.15) as

J. .V л

S Db exp* <b,b>+i E к.<* -,b>\
В (К ) " I 21np j-X >

 Z
i

C
* Db axp{

Л (•)- lim ) . (3.3.1)

*••-
 L

— [
 x

 \
{г )s£ S Db exp« <b,b>>

1 r В (Г ) ' I 21n p >
g * r'

 r

This formula needs few comments. Firstly, we choose in graph К

some point C, 'the center', but the answer does not depend on this
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choice due to the condition (3.1.16a). Secondly, the integration

goes over the space of functions^' <p e В (К )с С [К ) . This space is
Q t- 1 Г

called 'the space of coboundaries' i.e. it is the image of the

operator д . This operator generates a short exact sequence:

a* 8*

0 —> C
Q
(K) —> C

t
(K

r
) —> Z —» 0. (3.3.2)

Here Z 9(Z } is a spacj of cycles in F". Moreover, the whole space

я i e
of functions C

j
(K

r
) splits into a direct sum:

CJK
r
) = B

g
(K

r
)eZ

g
. (3.3.3)

So the integration in (3.3.1) goes over functions b(e
(
) which are

orthogonal to any cycle 2^: for 1=1,... ,g -cb.Z^-O. The quadratic

form in (3.3.1) is very simple and the gaussian integral can be

easily done. The answer has the form:

pj -
[ 2

Л (к , ...,к )= lim У expj - In p <R ,PS >|, (3.3.4)

и
where X = Г Х„ _. P is the projector to the space В (F ). In fact

P
o
 «=Id - я_, P being a projector to the space of eyelets Z :
В Z Z g

1
 Л
И
 < 3

V *
 >
* (3.3.5)

1, j.l

Here A'
1
 is the inverse period matrix (2.2.4). This answer can be

rewritten in terms of two point Neumann functions (c.f.

N
In p

(Я, РЯ ) - in p > (t*,»(z.z). (3.3.6)

Here W(z
i#
z ) is the following:
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det

1{х,у) =

<Х ,Х > <Х ,2
х у х у х у

<г ,зг > <г ,г

g

'у ' g

>...«

(3.3.7)

det

-
z
.

< z g'S >...<z.

It is clear from this expression that the answer does not depend

on the choice of the path X since any two paths differ by a

linear combination of the cycles which does not affect the

determinant (3.3.7).

The answer (3.3.7) expresses the Neumann function in terms of

period matrices determinants. Note that the upper matrix in

(3.3.7) may be also treated as a period matrix for some reduced

This graph can be obtained if one identifies the

being

).

points x and у resulting in a g+1 -loop graph, the path

the g+l'th vector in the new basis of cycles {Z ,i=l,... ,g, ^

The one-loop graph in Fig.5a gives us the simplest example. The

identification of the points z and v leads to a two-loop graph

(Fig.6). There arises a question how one may express these

determinants through the moduli s
{
 of the corresponding surfaces.

Actually, the formula (C.5) (Appendix C, c.f. [12]) gives this

answer.

Now we present the tachyon amplitudes. Again we replace the

sum in the limit r-»m by the integral over dF with the invariant

measure (3.1.4). The details are identical to the above

consideration for 1-loop case (3.2.3-4) and we give only the final

expression. For any two points x
i
,x^aF we define d(x

i
*x

2
,F

f>
) by

the formula (3.2.3) with z—> x^ and v—*
 x

2
-
 W e

 also

arbitrary path X
y x
 . Then one can define the function

choose

,x ):

(3.3.8)

and the function *(y ,x_):
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9

(3.3.9)

Here, as above
 а
',

г

=;г

х r
 >

 f o r
 brevity. Certainly, the Neumann

function W(z,w) (3.3.7) ifi connected with p and Ф by the relation:

1 1 ]
• (з.з.ю)

z*x
t
 12 2 2

The result for the amplitude (3.1.15) acquires the form:

н и
 h h

>i
H
№
j/
...,k

N
)= S []<1ц(х

}
) П [ P O V V * ^ ' * ^ ] '

 J
- (3.3.11)

g

Up to this moment we ignore all the factors depending on the

moduli of the surface. We do not know at the present moment how one

may obtain the complete set of these factors, nevertheless we can

find some of them, namely, the properly normalized determinant of

the Laplace operator (3.1.10):

(det Л)'
1/2
=Г П bi ехр{-окз%>,а%»} *f E

 L
 )• (3.3.12)

(a= 1/(2 lnp)).

We cancel the zero node of the Laplacian by the 5-function

Z 9
1 К

insertion. This в-function can be represented as -^~ Jdv e . As

tiie first step we do this integral over sphere E . Performing the

change of variables (we redenote f(2
i

<rl
) as 9>|

r>
):

(3.3.13)

where f
<r>
 and *>

<Г
~
П
 are connected by an edge, we diagonalize the

pert of the quadratic form in the exponent (3.3.12), depending on

f>j
r)
. Then th* integral over vj^'s can be easily done. Then we

aake the substitution (3.3.13) for the sphere £
г (
 and so on.

Eventually, after integrating out ^'"'s, we obtain the
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expression:

( О )

v r-1 *"' f ч2 • sr , P

2 r t l - i ,
— fdv I I . . expj (2r+l)p r +
2Tt я -Irr/a 4a (p-l)*1 p-l >

Z i , ( 3 . 3 .( 3 . 3 . 1 4 )

- «<aV°\ aV°'> 1

Here V is the number of the branches growing from the reduced

graph f", g
(
 are numbers of branches attached to the vertex z^.

Now we change of variables p
 o>
. We can choose anyway the

set of g edges in f* such that after cutting these g edges we

я

obtain a connected graph Г without cycles (this proposition can

be proved by the induction) . In the edges of the tree-like graph

T we define the orientation in such a way that exactly one

terminal point of this tree, <pl°
>e
 T

R
 is the endpoint and all

other terminal points are starting points for the arrows which

show the orientations (for example see Fig.6'.). The change in

variables
 <
Р

1
°

>
-

ь

1

+
9>1°1 (i=l,2, ... ,W-1) should be done step by step

in the order defined by the orientations: for the endpoints later

than for starting points of the vectors. The last integration over

d^
0 )
 (N is the number of vertices in F") remains unchanged. After

change in

acquires the form:

F)

the change in .variables the expression <a <p'
0)
 ,d ?>

<OI
>
R

«<,
9
V°\«V

0 1
>

R
 = « I b\ * a I f E „

 b
,j . (3.3.15)

(For simplicity we assume that there is only one removed edge

in each cycle Z
k
) . The last sum in this formula appears from the

condition £ fc = 0. Note also that (3.3.15) does not depend on

f^0). The linear in (p(0> term in the exponent transforms as:

E(l+g ) <p(0>-> I аЪ+V™ I f 1+q. - ) = E а Ь +K^
W
 . (3.3.16)

(a,'s are some coefficients). Shifting the variable f^
:

<Р™ tp^-ia^y V, this term becomes, einply, K^
o>
 (V is the

volume of the graph К - the number of all vertices) . The
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integration over di) and dip gives — and we have:

и- J db г я \ i \к-i db
I , г и I" I

(3.3.17)

To calculate this integral it is convenient to introduce g new

variables b (K=l,...,g) and insert 1 into (3.3.17):

9
 db

i - П s —
k = l 2IT

Using the Fourier expansion of 5-functions we find the determinant

(here we do not make any difference between the variables b and

ехр{-а<Ь,Ь>
в
 + i £*„•«„»*>}• (3.3.18)

(R is the number of edges in f*). Performing the integral over Ь
q П

we obtain:

1-g
• i—i

w
"*,. i * i i ~ , „

(3.3.19)

As the determinant was normalized to be depending only on the

reduced graph, this experssion do really take into account nothing

else but the zero modes ot the determinant. The formula resembles

the archiaedean counterpart (up to nonessential constant factor

which we shall omit in what follows).

In order to compare all above results with the archimedean

one we should 'coordinatize' dF. For the canonical choice of the

fundamental domain №(Г ) of the corresponding group Г the
g g

measure appears to be the additive Haar measure dx on 0 , and the
p

final answer is the following:
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Л {к, . . . ,h
H
)= [~\dx П\\Е(ХХ)\Ф(хх )1 '

 J
. (3.3.20)

The Е(х,у) is the p-adic Prime form ((B.5), c.f. [29]). One can

always choose the fundamental domain dF'tr )cO , such that
g p

\E(x,y)\ = |Jf—у | (see Appendix B) .

We conclude this section by the comparison of the answer

(3.3.20) with the archimedean one. The archimedean amplitude has

the form [2У] (up to normalization factors):

л
^

ч
 x

 x
 \ к к

(3.3.21)

The Neumann function on the RRS is expressed in terms of the real

Prime form E(x,y) (x
#
yelR) . The exponential in (3.3.21) is , in

fact, the nonholomorphic part of the Neumann function resulting

from zero modes integral. In the case of RRS x is pure

y
J

imaginary. We also have the analog of the Jacobi map S <o which is
x

now defined as the intersection index between the cycle basis (Z
(
)

and the path x*y. So in order to obtain the p-adic expression к-е

should replace the real norm of the Prime form by p-adic one and,

besides this,substitute new (p-e>dic) definitions of the period

matrix and Jacobi map:

2rc Im т
г>
-». Л

г>
 , S w

r
-» <X

n
,Z

r
>. (3.3.22)

Thus we do reproduce the formula (3.3.20) from (3.3.21).

4. The Humford Curves and other Issues.

In this section we intend to enlight аоие more questions related

to the mathematical background of our treatment. In particular, we
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discuss a role of algebraic extensions of О . Then we describe the

Mumford curves and formulate a conjecture about the general

construction of the sums over moduli space which appear, for

example, when calculating the p-adic string partition function for

different values of p.

4.1. The Sole of Algebraic Extensions.

The open string theory over R -field is well-known to be

self-consistent only if closed strings (corresponding to the

algebraically closed field C) are included. More precisely, the

open strings without closed ones are suitable to describe only

tachyon amplitudes in higher loops (or arbitrary amplitudes at the

tree level) [25]. The main reason forsuch situation is the absence

of profound analyticity notion in algebraically non-closed fields.

Generally speaking, the constructions of algebraic geometry are

well-defined only over algebraically closed fields [28]. Just the

same situation appears in the non-archimedean case. But there

exist serious complications connected with the involved structure

of algebraic extensions, or, equivrilently, with a huge Galois

group.

The field О has an infinite number of algebraic extensions,
p

each finite extension corresponding to a proper type of the open

string (in contrast to the statements of some earlier papers

[3-6]). Therefore the 'p-adic closed string' should be connected

with the complete algebraically closed field fl. Again the

self-consistent 'finite extension string' is possible only if П is

included. In particular, the analytic expressions exist only on 0.

The following interesting example is the determinant

calculation [29]. We can easily obtain the part determined by zero

modes, that is [det Л }~
1/г
, which is just the same as in the

archimedean case. This expression can be obtained using only the

open string framework, but the rest part should depend on the

metric and diverges as for the archimedean non-compact hyperbolic

domains due to the conformal factor (any natural regularization

makes the answer rather complicated). The string partition

function for a given surface is a finite combination which does

not depend on the metric, and is equal to
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jet(u )(det(A j)"
13
where A is the Laplace-Psltrarai operator

acting on j-differential space. This definition requires the

notion of metric, which can be hoped to exist only on П. Thus, in

contrast to the amplitudes, the determinant calculation can be

done only over fi. To all appearence, the answer for the proper

defined partition function should be equal to p [30] (for the

multiplier connected with the non-zero modes), S being defined in

(3.1.5) (see also below).

As we have seen in the previous section, the Neumann function

is natural in the 0 case in contrast to the Dirichlet one (though
p

the latter can be also obtained [23]). It follows from the fact
that the Dirichlet function corresponds to the semi-off-shell

closed string amplitudes [31] (i.e. it relates to П, not to О ) .

At last we point out one more example when the necessity of

algebraic extensions is obvious. Consider a Schottky parametrized

Rieraann surface over О . It is presented by a with a number of
p p

discs removed (see Sect.2), whose radii may be equal to р
г
, г

being half-integer, which corresponds to a valuation on an

extension of О [17].

Now we would like to descibe finite extensic s manifestly in

terms of the Bruhat-Tits tree [17]. Let К be a finite extension of

О of degree n with the ramification index e. Set f=n/e. A

Bruhat-Tits tree 7"(K) can be drawn for any such К by the following

procedure: 1) insert into each edge of Г e-1 new vertices

separated by equal distances; 2) draw new branches in such a way

that each vertex has exactly p
f
+l neighbours. All the

constructions may be developed for such trees and the answers can

be obtained with only slight modifications. However, T(Q) gives us

less trivial example of the tree which contains infinitesimal

edges and vertices with an infinite number of neighbours. So the

tree language seems to be adequate only if some limiting procedure

is implied. In any way we expect that our answers for the

amplitudes turn to be the same for arbitrary extensions (up to

slight modifications) with the lengths of reduced crraph segments

s
t
(tho moduli) being continious in П -case.

The only trouble to be noted is the special case of
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О -tree with small p and s
(
=l. Let us consider the example in

Fig.7 for p=2 and g=2. Then the whole measure of the boundary of

this world sheet is zero (see (3.1.5)) because no branches go to

infinity in this case. So we cannot define the important

quantities like the Jacobi map and so on. But the problem can be

resolved if we turn into the proper finite extension.

4.2. The Schottky Parametrization and Mumford Curves.

The next problem to be discussed is the integration (summation) of

the amplitudes obtained in the previous section over the moduli

space. The key question is the uniformization of algebraic curves.

Namely, in the archimedean case one can uniformi.ze any algebraic

curve over С. То treat the open string theory it is necessary to

uniformize the curves over R. This problem can be reduced to the

uniformization of the curves over С as follows. Given a Riemann

surface with complex antilinear involution such that the fixed

points of this involution form a set of circles (i.e. R-points of

the curve, or RRS) which divide the surface into two pieces (ERRS)

without hadles. Then we manifestly describe the embedding of ERRS

into Riemann surface over C, with the corresponding equation

adititting the involution. Certainly, it is not an isomorphism. For

example, the curve given by the -equation y
2
»(x

a
+l) ( | (z-a ),

a
(
t R, has a handle which is not cutted by the fixed contour since

it lies in non-real domain.

A more complicated situation may be expected in the p-adic

case since there exists a lot of different algebraic extensions.

But the general scheme seems to be the same, and the

uniformization problem should be resolved for П and О
p

simultaneously. In the non-archimedean case, in conrtast to

archimedean one, there exist the curves which do not admit any

uniformization even over algebraically closed field П. Namely,

only so-called Mumford curves admit the Schottky uniformization.

Now we discuss these curves in more detail [17,18].

To begin with, let us concentrate on the elliptic curve case

[32]. One can write the elliptic curve equation in Legendre form:

y
2
 •> jr(jr-l) (x-A), Г4.2.1)

where the ramification points are placed in 0,1,» and X (we can
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fix three of them by using the global PGL(2)-invariance). There

exists the relation between X and the modular parameter q=e
 TrlV

:

Д{<?) == 16 (X(1-A)]
Z
 « q f~j (1-q")

24
, (4.2.2)

n>0

Here &(q) is the Jacobi Д-function, which is just the discriminant

of eq. (4.2.1). Such relations also do not depend on the number

field. Since we are interested in the norms of the both sides of

the relation (4.2.2) and the constant multiplier on the rhs has

unit norm when p*2, we shall consider (4.2.2) as the precise

relation and suppose p*2 in the elliptic and hyperelliptic cases.

Then we have

|A(9)|
p
 = M

p
 = (Л (X-A) |= for |g|

p
< 1. (4.2.3)

The parameter q describes a Schottky parametrized Riemann surface.

It is natural to consider eq.(4.2.1) over a quadratic extension of

0 . Then ord^A and ord (1-Х) may be half-integer, with ord q being

p P P P

integer. If one wishes to consider odd ord q, then it is

impossible to represent the cubic Weierstrass equation [32] in the

form (4.2.1) with Ле О . Consider two possibilities: |A| <1 and

11-х| <l, which cannot be satisfied simultaneously. In both cases

one can determine ord q us in., (4.2.3) and it is a kind of nodular

parameter (see Sect.2) with the condition ord g>0 being analogous

to Im r >0. However, the case |A| t 1 destroys this inequality. It

is an illustration of the well-known Tate's result (18): only

ellipitc curves with non-integer ./-invariants (as

J
m
X/q + regular terms) can be uniformized. These 'Tate's curves'

are just the Mumford curves for genus 1.

Lee* trivial example of a higher genus curve is the

hyperelliptic curve defined by an equation of the form:

гя*г
у

2
 - f~| (*-*.)' (4-2.4)

l-i

where three arbitrary ramification points a
(
 can be fixed Again

it is sufficient to work within a quadratic extension. Let us

construct a concrete example of the hyperelliptic Mumford curve.

Choose the set {a
(
) satisfying the following conditions:
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К I
 i

,-, % I
P

<
 *•

 i l

2). all other pairwise differences are nonzero modulo p.

In fact, we can describe this 'degenerating' curve in terms of the

reduced graph F*. That is, pinch the handles corresponding to each

pair {<*
2i
 ,»«

21
)- Then we obtain a set of zero genus Riemann

surfaces (spheres) with punctures. Each sphere corresponds to a

vertex in F", and each pinching - to a segment with the length

] p
ot

2 i M
-«

2 1
) (cf. (4.2.3),.

Now we are ready to define a general Mumford curve [18]. Let

a set B(O ) of 0 -points of a curve € be given by a set of

algebraic equations:

Pk({xm» =°< *, 6 0p- (4.2.5)

Here Р
к
Цх^)) are irreducible polynomials in x with p-adic

coefficients (we do not specialize them somehow). Strictly

speaking, it should be 'homogenized' to obtain the projective

curve. By an appropriate replacing ({x )) ({x '}) one can cause

each coefficient of (4.2.5) to become a p-adic integer. There are

many ways to do so; we choose a 'minimal' way ('a minimal model',

see below).

Then one can immediately define a reduction of Б to be a

curve Б over finite field F given by (4.2.5) modulo p. By

definition, the Mumford curve is a non-singular curve £, whose

reduction Б is a set of components isomorphic to P
i
 (F ) and

containing only double singular points with separated tangent

lines (such curves are also called degenerating with split

reduction). Obviously, the above examples fall under this

definition. In the first case Л*°0 mod p implies that a degenerate

curve В is just the 'sphere' (i.e. p*(F )) with two punctures

(Fig.8a). In hyperelliptic case the condition 2) means that the

cusp singularities (Fig.8b) are forbidden.

Munford has shown [18] that one can establish the one-to-one

correspondence between factorized Bruhat-Tits trees Г(Г) and the

Mumford curves (see Fig.9). That is, SF (all rays contained in the

branches В , zef
4
") correspond to С -rational points of the curve.

All edges with the only endpoint belonging to f" correspond to the
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F -rational non-singular points of the curve (in particular, the

reduced zero genus curve is P (F ), i.e. p+1 edges with the common
p

origin (17]). Each branching vertex in the reduced graph

corresponds to a 'sphere' P'(F ) in К and, eventually, all
p

segments in F" correspond to double singular points in f. Thus the

map <E(0 ) <?(F ) is described by the natural map:

dF —» F*.

A simple example is depicted in Fig.10.

Up to now we dealt with the so-called stable reduction of the

curve (i.e. any E-component without self-intersections has more

than two double points), when the map f:

f: (edges of F
1
"} —» {double singular points) (4.2.6)

is surjective (but in general non-isomorphic). A more fine

reduction is the semistable one, when any l?-component without

self-intersections has at least two double points. It makes the

map f isomorphic and can be described as follows: Let us associate

with the curve (4.2.5) a surface given by the equation:

P
k
({jr

ii
b-(a

|
(t) j) « P

k
({jr

s
»,t) =0, (4.2.7)

where all the coefficients a are represented as a formal

polynomials in t, namely, the integer number a = £ a^1 must be

replaced by a = j; at 1, Then the reduction mod p tends с to zero

iaO
(t plays the role of 'the arithmetical coordinate' [33]). Thus we

have a surface (4.2.7) with the singularities which, should be

resolved by a sequence of cr-processes [28]. For example, the

simplest singularity of the surface

y
z
 - x(x-l)(x-p) -> y

2
 - x(x-l)(A-t)

at the point {x,y,t)=(O,O,0) can be resolved by the single

cr-process resulting in two components P
1
 (F ) of the section t»0 of

the surface (which is nothing else but the reduced curve). A nor*

strong singularity of
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у
г
 = jr(x-l) (х-р

2
) —• У

2
 - x(x-l) (x-t

2
)

requires one more <r-process resulting in four components P (F ) .

Given a curve o»'-> can choose the integer coefficients in (4.2.5)

in many ways. Wi confine them to give a 'minimal model' of the

curve. By defin tion, the minimal model should have a minimal

number of irreducible components in any fiber of the surface

(4.2.7) after resolving all the singularities [28). For instance,

the minimal model of an elliptic curve has the discriminant with

the minimal p-adic order (for more details see [32]). In fact, the

number of components originating from a singular point of the

minimal model is equal to the length of the corresponding

/^-segment under the map (4.2.6). Thus, now all irreducible

components are mapped to the edges of the segment bijectively.

For elliptic curves this description is the part of the

Neron-Kodaira classification [32]. For the higher genera, there

are different patterns of degeneration corresponding to

topologically inequivalent reduced graphs. The examples for genus

two see in Fig.10. So the moduli space is naturally divided into

distinct domains.

Finally, note that the quantity S introduced in (3.1.5) is

nothing else but the number of all components p'(F ) of the whole

reduced curve, i.e. it coincides with the number S in ref.[30],
p

which is hoped to be closely related to the Humford measure on the
moduli space [29].

4,3. Lie Mumford Curves and the Moduli Space.

Thus we have observed that the main information about the moduli

space is contained in the reduced graphs. Certainly, one would

like to sum various quantities oner the moduli space. Working with

fixed p, it is natural to expect that this sum should go over only

Mumford curves, since the Riemann surfaces but not algebraic

curves provide an adequate description in the fixed p framework.

So we introduce a SUB Z « Г f VS), where t is a function on the
p м p p

"RS

'moduli space' M__ of Rienann surfaces over о . In particular, a
US p

proper density on the moduli space should give the p-adic string

partition function (the notation Z refers to this case).
p

On the other hand, the working with arithmetic surfaces [301
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requires to consider all the prime numbers simultaneously, i.e.

this treatment implies summing some 'adelio quantities' over

the moduli of the algebraic curves: Л = £ i/,adeUc{G). The
Anlthmetic

adelic nun faced
quantity 0aaeeu: ^s expected to be the product like | 10 in

analogy with eq. (1.2). The p-component ф of ф is quite

similar to f . Moreover, these two quantities are supposed to be
P

the sane, when f is restricted to the subspace of the Mumford
p

curves space. It should be noted that the idea of product formula

was proposed by Manin [11].

We would like to say some words about the notion of

arithmetic surfaces [30,34]. Let a curve £ be given over a global

field, say, the rational number field 0 (for simplicity we

consider the curve embedded into Рг
 here):

P(X,y) = 0, X,y e 0, P e Z[T
t
,T

a
]. (4.3.1)

Here I[T ,Г
2
) is the ring of polynomials with the integer

coefficients (c.f. (4.2.5)) Then one can consider the reductions

('fibres') £<p) of Б at each place p of the field 0. In order to

'compactify' this construction Arakelov has introduced [30,33,34]

a 'non-existing' fiber over the archimedean place (»>). The number

of degenerate fibres Б
(р
 ' over p is always finite, with the

archimedaan fibre assuming to be highly degenerate (in a rather

sophisticated sense). Such p 's are called the places of bad

reduction of the curve. All these data can be arranged into the

'arithmetic surface' £:

nl (4.3.2)

BE Spec Z и (со)

Here Spec Z denotes the set of all prime ideals of the ring Z,

with the maximal ideals being generated by the prime numbers (i.e.

the non-archimeedan places of O). This construction may be

considered as a fibre bundle over the base В (spread in an

arithmetic direction) with the fibres over p с В being the reduced

curves в'
1
*'. There exists also a generic fibre which ie the

initial curve over O. It grows over zero ideal in Spec Z.
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Having accomplished the preliminaries we are ready to formulate

our conjecture (only this conjecture can justify the summing over

moduli space under fixed p [35]):

П
р
) -* riZ

p
 - П E V

B )
* (4.3.3)

Jnlthmetlc
 P

 p
 p

 p

 v

 M

R S

At the present time we are not able to give any precise meaning

to the quantities entering this formula. In particular, we hope

that the arrow should imply an equality provided all the

quantities are correctly defined. We would like to consider the

formula (.1.1) as the very special case of (4.3.3). The lhs of

(4.3.3) is also a reminiscent of the proper adelic experssion for
a

the string measure | \ц = \ | e
 p
 (up to possible zero mode

p p

factors) which can be extracted from refs.[30,35].

We immediately observe from (4.3.3) that non-Mumford curves

give the unit contribution to Z . It follows that the expression

for ф is non-trivial only at the places of split reduction; this
p

makes both sides of (4.3.3) to be consistent.

The first problem to be resolved is to check the above

conjecture for genera 1 and 2 when a convenient parametrization in

terms of ramification points exists. In these cases the sums in

(4.3.3) can be transformed into the sums over integer numbers.

S. Concluding Remarks.

Thus we have demonstrated the considerable resemblance of the

p-adic strings and the usual ones. The underlying reasons of this

similarity can be only guessed at this moment. For instance, it

is rather favourable to think about both p-adic and archimedean

strings as two faces of the unique object associated with the

arithmetic surface [30]. This viewpoint is rather close to the

adelic formulas like (1.2) (see e.g. [3-7]). It is likely that

further nvestigation of the conjecture (4.3.3) will be helpful in

clarifying this point.

In any way, a number of important questions remains beyond

the scope of this paper [23,29]. Гп particular, ' is no evidence
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how one should define a string model over П, and, moreover, it

seems that there is no adequate language for the description of fl

itself. The related question is to obtain the p-adic analog (if

any exists) of the usual conformal metric.

There are some more questions, we point out the following:

1). A natural formulation of the p-adic string is expected to

be given by using the moduli space for all genera (an universal

moduli space, or grassmanian [36]). So the questions arise whether

the maximal unification exists which is a grassmanian related to

arithmetic surfaces? Should one sum in (4.3.3) over the universal

moduli space or over the moduli for a fixed genus?

2) . It is an absolutely unclear question how we can describe

a fermionic string on El) RS (in contrast to the archimedean case).

Its formulation on О RS provided with the corresponding non-local

action was proposed by A.Marshakov and one of us (A.Z.) [37], but

the extension to EO RS remains the open question,
p

To all appearence, all these problems are connected with the

absence of analyticity notion on the tree. Probably, a good

understanding of ft should clarify these points.

All the above refer to the tree with a fixed prime p. But

there exists another viewpoint which naturally incorporates the

tree into the arithmetic surface approach of Sect.4.3. That is,

besides of the reductions !?
(p)
 of the curves U one can investigate

the curves Б over the completions О of 0 at the places p. They

have a Schottky uniformization in places of the split reduction

(see Sect.4). Given the arithmetic surface C, one can using

cr-prooesses 'blow up' all these points, after that blow up the

points produced before etc. This process repeated infinitely many

times leads to Д-surfane С (a 'foam space'[41]). In particular, if

<?=r', G
(p>
=p'(F ) has exactly p+-l points over the finite residue

P

field F . Then one can blow up each point to the whole branch of
p

the Bruhat-Tits tree (i.e. paste F'(») at each point of P
1
 (F )

and then repeat this process Infinitely many times). One

eventually obtains the Bruhat-Tits tree. Just the same, if the

curve t? has a split reduction at p , then G
(p
 ' is described by

the reduced grapli, and the points of this graph can be blown up to
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produce the branches of the factorized Bruhat-Tits tree (see

Fig.12). In the case of E=P
l
, the corresponding Л-surface p

1
 is a

union of the Bruhat-Tits trees growing over all places p together

with the Poincare disc over the archimedean place ». So this

Poincare disc is analogous to the 'maximally blown up' fibre over
A.

a finite place of Л-surface. The general С is a union of trees

over places of good reduction (Fig. 11) and a finite number of

'singular fibres'. Roughly speaking, the whole family С can be

given by its singular fibres.

This 'arithmetic catastrophe theory' viewpoint seems to be

rather natural. We hope that such approach can be more suitable

for the further development in non-archinedean physics.

Appendix A.

In this Appendix the basic results on the coordinatization of 8T

are briefly reviewed. We follow ref.flO].

One can introduce a coordinate functon on Р*(О )и ЭТ, i.e. to
p

identify the boundary of the tree T with the field of p-adic

numbers. In terns of the tree this amounts to choosing three rays

leading to the points of the boundary which are to be identified

with 0,1 and о. Any three distinct points on ВТ (i.e. three rays)

uniquely define a point inside T, namely, it is the common

starting point of corresponding three rays, the rays being chosen

to have no common edges. We shall denote such point for the rays

0,1,» as c. In order to clarify the rules of coordinatization, it

Is useful to interpret the tree in a somewhat different way

(Fig. 12). Let ue write down the number xe О in the form:
p

x = p
n>
u, u = a

Q
+a

t
p + а.д/4..., (A.I)

where the coefficients a take values in the residue field F and
> p

a
Q
*0. Then the ray CVr corresponding to (A.I) coincides with the

path <u*O until the vertex С encountered and, further goes within
П

the corresponding branch. The direction to be chosen at the i-th

step when moving inside this branch is determined by the

coofficie.'t a. in (A.I). So we have an identification

(non-canonical) era 0 , where o-Ou{«).
p P p

The p-adic norm has a nice interpretation in terms of the
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'coordinatized' tree. For x »*
2
.У, and У

2
 е 8Т let <х~х

г
 ,У

1
*У

г
>

be defined by eq.(3.1.1) (In the notations of [10] this quantity

was denoted as в(х*дг /У,-»У
2
) t it is the length of the common

part of the oriented paths x-*x ,Y*Y with the negative sign

when the orientations are opposite.) Then the p-adic norm of the

cros3-ratio of the four points is

= p . (A.2)

p

In particular, we have

jl-Jf/yl = P 'У"" . (А.З)

Appendix B.

In this Appendix we present analytic constructions over О used in

the main body of the paper. They are well-defined only over Q but

we shall restrict them to О .
n

At first, let us consider a formal Laurent series over Q:
+00 _

f (
z
)

=
 E

 a z
"« which converges in a point z e П if and only if

—00

lim |a
n
z°| «=0. The point t is called critical for / if 3i,j (i*J):

|aj t'=|a I t
J
= nax|a

k
| t

k
. Then an arbitrary function f (given

on a finite segment) has the following properties [16]:

1). The set of critical points (tj is finite, t
(
«|n| and

\f(z)| nay vanish only when |z| =t .

2). If |z[ «(t
(
), |f (z) | is the function of \z[ only. Then

ord f(z) is a piecewise linear function of ord г with the elope

growing with ord z.

Now we define the p-adic one-dimensional ©-function which

gives an example of converging Laurent aeries with the critical

points t "|g| , i« Z, \q\ <1 [16,17]:

в (z,g) - П !H'z) П (1-С"ЯГ"
1
) . (9.1)

0 0
П
n>0
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It is a literal counterpart of the usual e-funetion over С [38]:

11
 n>0 пгО

where we redenot e
 nix
+q and e'"

 z
-*z; c(q) does not depend on

z. The only diffi ence between (B.I) and (B.2) is the factor z
1/z
.

]/2
 ^ log z - - ord z

It can be easily included as z =p
 p

 —> p
 p

 . One can

see [16] that:

f
 ord в =0 for -ord g < ord z <0

ord в = - ord z for 0< ord z < ord q (B.3)

ord в = - ord q -2 ord z for ord q < ord z < 2 ord q
P p P P P P P

and so on. We can rewrite (B.3) as

(ord
p
z)

2
 ord

p
z

Ф, (B.4)

where ^ is a periodic function with the period ord q, which can be

obtained from the condition ord в =0 for -ord q < ord z <0.
P P P P

Now we shall restrict all formulas to 0 . It is convenient to
p

work in a special fundamental domain: -ord q < ord z £0. Then
ord в is zero in non-critical points (ord z *0) .

This technique is applied to в -functions of many variables.

That is, define a formal Laurent series {(z ,...,z ) like
1 n

в -function as in [16]. Then the above statement is valid with the

only cnange that the critical points should be replaced by

critical subspaces of unit codimension. They form a complex, which,

in fact, is the Voronoj decomposition, and it results in the

skeleton which is a visualization of the period lattice. Consider

the simplest nontrivial example of n=2. Then the possible Voronoj

decompositions together with the corresponding reduced graphs are

depicted in Fig.13. The moving along the critical line corresponds

to the moving along a cycle in the reduced graph. When two cycles

do not overlap, the Voronoj lattice evidently is square (two axes

giving this lattice are independent) . The elementary cell

corresponds to a fixed choice of the fundamental domain. We may

aunin choose such fundamental domain that ord в is zero outside
P p
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the critical points, (it can be done due to the above theorem, the

proof see below). One can write the product formula for

в -functions analogous to (B.I) [39], but we omit it here, as we

need slightly different object, namely, the Prime form E(x,y). In

the archimedean case it is defined to be

E(X,y) = * . (B.4)

h(x)h(y)

Here I-I is any odd ©-characteristic, (u ) is a basis of

holomorphic l-differentials, h{z) is the holomorphic 1/2-form:

9

h
2
(z) - У с

Though the abelian differentials and other objects in (B.4) are

rather complicated in the Schottky group terras [39,40], the

infinite product expansion for E(x,y) has a simple form [27]:

г-,/ lx - Г(У)ПУ " *(*)]
E(x,y) = (x-y)\ I . (B.5)

[x - ()][ ()]

Tho product goes over all elements of the Schottky group (except

the unit element) with у and ?"' elements counted only once. The

p-adic formulas should be obtained simply by replacing the

variables x,y с С by x,y e О .
p

Now we demonstrate that for any Schottky group Г it is
A

possible to choose euch fundamental domain 8F(T )cO that
я p

\E{x,y) | =|r-y| for r,y«8F(r), i.e. the infinite product term

in (B.5)gives no contribution. Let us consider the Schottky tree

for Г . It is in fact the universal covering space for the reduced

graph V . (The example of such covering for Г
а
 is depicted in

Fig.14a.) Given the graph F" containing R segments y
(
,J»l,...,R.

Any segment f
%
 is replicated infinitely nany tines in the Schottky

tree. He denote these copies as ?[
a
K Any appropriate fundamental

domain F(H )cT may be determined by the set of R arbitrary copies
of these R segments У v У u.. .и / . The fundamental
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domain дУ(Г ) is the collection of points at infinity of all

branches growing from the vertices belonging to this union. The

'good' choices of such domains are subtrees F(F ) which ar<-

cannected. in the tree T. It is easy to show that such domains do

exist for arbitrary Schottky tree. (They can be obtained if one

cuts all g loops of F
p
 by exactly g cuts, the obtained graph being

connected without loops and any its connected replica in the

Schottky tree gives us a connected graph Г(Г )) . It means that for
9

any two points x,y б вР(Г ) the path x*y с F(F ) . (The example of
9 4

juch choice for Г is depicted in (Fig.14b.).

Consider now the action of an element у on the subdomain

Г(Г). It folows that у (F(V ) )n F(r ) =o and the patl'
9 9 4

у(дг)*у(у) с y(F(T )). Let us calculate the cross-ratio (A.2)

(x-r(y))(y-r<*)) _ ^
v

(x-y(x))(y-y(y)) P

It is clear from the above that for connected F(T ) and any ye Г
9 Я

the intersection <x-y, i(x)+i(y)>-0. Thus for this fundamental

domain the infinite product in (B.5) gives no contribution.

Appendix С

In this appendix the formula for the period matrix <Z ,Z > (2.2.4)

expressed in terms of moduli s
(
 (0<is3j;+3) is obtained using the

method of ref.[12]. Consider the three point function

i 2 x s
y), (C.I)

which satisfies the equation:

This function has an important feature: let us extract from F the
graph tl_ _ «F*u I , ЭГ ' being воле path (c.f. Fig. 5a) .The

z
i

Z
2 /i

z
z
 a

i
z
a

function *(e)» a W(z
i
,z

2
|y) equals zero on each edge which does

not enter V . To satisfy eq.(C.2) the function *(e) should be a
z
i

z
a

constant on each segment t • U_ : *(e)»K for ec f (the

i
z

a
orientations of edgee entering one segment .У

(
 яге chosen to be the

sane); Also in any ramification point v , J-i,...,V-l:
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2 (±i)k = о. i.c.3)

i '

Mere the sum runs over all segments У e I/ terminating in the

vertex v , and the signs depend on the orientations of the edges.

Je should exclude one equation from the system (C.3) as it is

utomatically casted up by the global 'momentum' conservation

13.1.16a). Since Ф(е)е В (F) then for any cycle Z :
9 «

2.v. o, H=l g. (C.4)

(Again we should take into account the mutual orientations of the

segments and the cycles) . Also it should be noted that for the

segments У terminating in z, and z, , Ik,1=1. Let us identify

the points z , z
2
 and complete the system (C.4) with the equation

for the new added cycle Z ̂ . We assign an effective length s
}

(s
t
<0) to the segment added. Since the system (C.3-4) describe now

V-l+{g+l) homogeneous equations with just the sane number of

variables k
| (
 i-l,...,R, the determinant of the system, ° (

u

z z
 ) >

being a function of s
f
, should be equal zero. It gives the

equation for s
f
 « -W(z

i
,z

2
)+d(z

i
)+d'(z

2
) (when points ^^^

л
 belong

to the different branches of F") .

Since the number s
]
 is given by ratio of two determinants

(3.3.7) it is always a rational function of moduli s
(
, i»=2,...,R.

On the other hand, it is the solution to the polynomial

D(11.» „ )=0 with respect to s . But, in general, one may treat an

arbitrary line of a closed reduced graph г" аз the added extra

line. Hence each determinant in the ratio (3.3.7) is multilinear

in its moduli s^ The explicit form of this dependence is the

following:

Proposition C.I. The determinant of the period matrix

det|<Z,,Z >\*D(U ) is the following:
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1
"
 -
 ] Э 9*1

alt aeta {m , . . . ,m ) ouch that:
l <j +1

{
т^^ v+g ,

the net in not exceptional

We call the set of indices {m ,...,m > exceptional!, if this set
1 G*l

contains subset {m, ,m. ,...m. )c(m , . . . ,лг , > such that either
i г n

a). This subset is exactly the set of indices of all segments
У entering one ramification point (vertex) of the graph F^, ;

/3). This subset is exactly the set of indices of all segments

entering one vertex of some graph lr (ftsg+1), the graph r being
h h

some tnvoUUi>iatian of the i n i t i a l graph F̂  .
9+1

An element of trwoialOfaUan t makes the following

operation: it shrinks all r segments connecting the points z and

z of the graph -F? Under this operation the graph F
R
transforms

into simplified graph with V-l points and R-r lines. F
1
* is
h

trivialization of the graph F" if F" may be obtained from F"

by applying the consequence of these elements:

For the lack of the space we give only the sketch of a proof.

First, we just have shown the linearity in each of s in (C.5).

Second, the positiveness of each term in (C.5) follows from the

positive definiteness of the period matrix <Z
t
,Z >. The procedure

of excluding the exceptional sets is based on the explicit form of

the determinant of the system (C.3-4). The upper V-X lines of it

have the form like (0,0,1,0, ,-1,1,1,0...), where h'e column

corresponds to s
fc
 and +1,-1 label segments У (with accounting of

the orientation) entering some J's (lslsv-1) vertex. As each

segment has exactly two endpoints, it gives nonzero contribution

to two (or less, because we exclude one vertex from the system)

upper lines, the signs of these contribution being always

opposite. We evaluate the determinant (C.5) expanding it into a

sum of products of the elements. In each product exactly one

nontrivial element (±1) should be taken from the i's line. If the
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element, standing at k's position in this line, is taken, then the

modulus sk is excluded from the product. Thus there exists no one

product containing all the moduli s,, ,...,£tr, where {k.... ,k )
Л Л I n

\ n

is the set of indices of the nonzero elements belonging to the i's

line. Further, we should exclude all the sets which we can obtain

combining these V-l upper lines. The sum of two upper lines with

indices 1 and m corresponds to the action of some trivialization

element X-
v v
 that schrinks all segments connecting the points I/

J

I с

and v . Varying these combinations and consequently applying these

trivializations we shall get all consrtaints which we must impose

on the allowed sets of indices (C.5).
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Figure Captions.

Fig.6 The 'auxiliary' cycle.

Fig.6' The simplest example which shows the procedure of obtaining

the tree-like graph T
R
 from the initial reduced graph F"

(note that the image of the graph T
R
 in the Schottky tree

Т(Г"
2
) defines a 'good' fundamental domain F(T

2
) (see App.B

and Fig.14)).

Fig.7 An example of EC RS with the empty 0 RS (g=2,p=2).
p p

Fig.8 Examples of singularities (elliptic curves over R).

Fig.9 The correspondence between rays in F<=T/r and О -rational
p

points of an algebraic curve (g=2,p-3). The dots correspond

to F -rational points of the curve while the segments 1,2,3

correspond to double singular'points (stable reduction).

Fig.10 Different types of degeneration for g»2 and corresponding

reduced graphs. In b) an example of semistable reduction is

depicted. Dots in the reduced graph refer to the

irreducible components P
1
 which are depicted schematically

as lines at the last picture of each sequence. Their

intersections correspond to the edges in the reduced graph.

Fig.11 Maximally blown up arithmetic surface.

Fig.12 The correspondence between rays and numbers.

Fig.13 The Voronoj decomposition in two dimensions.

Fig. 14 An example of the Schottky tree 7(Г
2
). The choice of the

connected fundamental domain F{T
2
) leads to trivialization

of the p-adic modulus of the Prime form (B.5).
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